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UK football’s status as a platform for largely Asian-facing operators to advertise to remote audiences would be in
doubt under plans suggested by Tom Watson, shadow culture secretary and deputy leader of the Labour Party.

In his second gambling-related intervention within a week, Watson said the UK’s current system of white-label
licensing is not fit for purpose and there should be a “total overhaul” of the current register.

He highlighted the proliferation of sponsorship arrangements between what he termed “overseas gambling
companies” and British football teams as an area of concern.

In particular, he suggested “this concern turns to alarm” with Kenyan operator SportPesa’s deals with English football
clubs, “in the context of Kenya, a country where 40 percent of the population live under the poverty line and where
local healthcare professionals are talking [in an article for the BBC] of an ‘African child betting epidemic’”.

SportPesa is currently the shirt sponsor at English Premier League (EPL) club Everton and English Championship side
Hull City, and until last month was the official betting partner at Arsenal. It is believed the combined deals run to tens
of millions of pounds per season.

The company has also ploughed a reported $18m into a two-year deal with Formula One racing team Racing Point.

SportPesa is licensed in the UK via white-label provider The Gaming Platform (TPG), which is based in the Isle of Man.
Along with other TPG sites, SportPesa operates on the SBTech platform for its UK-facing operations.

TPG provides white-label licensing services for a host of largely Asian-facing brands including Fun88 (currently the
sponsor at EPL side Newcastle United), 138.com (previously the shirt sponsor at Watford), LeTou (previously on
Swansea City’s shirts) and TLCBet (currently the official Asia betting partner at Southampton).

Watson’s comments came in the same week that he called for the establishment of a consumer ombudsman as part of
a new tripartite system that would transfer much of the responsibility for research and treatment of problem gambling
to the NHS and would diminish the role of the Gambling Commission.

Watson wrote in an article last week published on PoliticsHome that he believes a UK gambling licence should be a
“hallmark of credibility and trust”.

“It should not be seen as a platform for overseas operators to use the reputation of British sport as a marketing tool
for their own domestic audience, whereby the benefits of the UK market are enjoyed, but nothing is given back to
address the harm that is caused.”

Watson cited evidence from GambleAware that some white-label operators contributed as little as £50 in donations
towards the funding of research, education and treatment services in reducing gambling-related harm.

According to the GambleAware statistics, TPG Europe donated £100 in 2018/19; Asian BGE (Isle of Man) which
operates the Dafabet brand, the shirt sponsor at Celtic and Fulham and, according to its website, the official partner of
the Wales FA, gave £1,000; and Fusuge Ltd, the holding company behind 138.com, gave £100.

As it stands, the recommended voluntary level of funding is 0.1 percent of gross gambling yield (GGY). However, last
week "the big five" of bet365, Flutter Entertainment, GVC, Sky Betting & Gaming and William Hill agreed to
significantly increase their voluntary contribution to 1 percent of GGY.

Watson’s call for an overhaul of the UK’s register of online gambling licences was welcomed by GVC, which said the
company would be “fully supportive” of such moves “to ensure that all operators are upholding the standards that the
British public expect and deserve”.

“GVC strongly supports a robust regulatory framework to ensure that all operators provide players with a fun, safe and
fair environment in which to gamble while protecting potentially vulnerable individuals from harm,” the spokesperson
added.

GVC chief executive Kenny Alexander has backed calls for a blanket ban on TV advertising and the company has
already moved to end all shirt sponsorship deals involving GVC brand Ladbrokes and all football perimeter board
advertising. 1
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advertising. 

The latest names to be added to the list of betting companies appearing on the front of Premier League football shirts
is LoveBet at Burnley and Lithuania-based Bitcoin betting specialist Sportsbet.io at Watford.

The latter caused consternation when the news of the shirt sponsorship emerged ahead of confirmation of the
operator gaining a UK licence.

In response to questions, the Gambling Commission confirmed that gambling operators could advertise within the UK
market as long as the operators geo-blocked UK consumers, before the cryptocurrency operator secured its white-
label agreement with TGP.

David Clifton, a partner at legal consultancy Clifton Davies, questioned whether Watson was suggesting that both
parties to a white-label arrangement should be licensed by the Gambling Commission.

“If so, does he understand how white-label arrangements work, with ultimate responsibility resting with the B2C
licence holding company?” he added.

He also questioned whether Watson was “blaming” operators and the regulator for operating with in a framework as
laid out by the current government that allowed for just such sponsorships “as long as effective steps are taken to
prevent British consumers from using the gambling facilities in question”.

The Gambling Commission did not respond to questions following Watson’s comments.

TPG was also unavailable for comment for this article.
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